
Chapel Hill Middle School Standardized Dress Code 

Updated 5/6/16 

Students will be checked for appropriate attire each morning during announcements. Students must adhere to the following 

dress code throughout the entire school day. Dress code will periodically be checked and addressed throughout the day.  

Clothing 
Item 

Styles and Specifics Solid Colors Special Comments 

Bottoms  Pants, shorts, skirts, 
jumpers 

 Navy 

 Khaki 

 Black 

 Shorts, skits, skorts, and jumpers must be no shorter than 3 
inches above the knee, even when leggings are worn 
underneath bottoms 

 Leggings must be solid dress code colors and worn under 
shorts or skirts 

 Must be appropriately sized and worn at the waist 

 Designs or stripes are not allowed 

 Denim, nylon, spandex, or knit are not allowed to be worn as 
bottoms 

 Must be hemmed and free of tears, frays, or holes 

Tops  Polo-style shirts 

 Collared dress shirts 

 Any solid 
color 

 Shirts may be untucked 

 Must be appropriately sized and logos no larger than a quarter 

 Undershirts are to be solid with no writing 

 Denim or chambray tops are not allowed 

Jackets  Jackets 

 Sweaters 

 Any solid 
color 

 Must be worn over dress code collared shirts 

 Must be solid color, no print or writing 

 Denim jackets are not permitted 

 Logos no larger than a quarter 

Winter Coats  Heavy Jackets 

 Non-Dress Code 
Jackets or sweaters 

  Heavy jackets or jackets and sweaters that do not fit the dress 
code may be worn to school provided they are placed in lockers 
throughout the school day 



Jewelry & 
Accessories 

   Male students are not permitted to wear earrings 

 Rings in tongue, eyebrow, nose, etc., are not permitted 

 Hats, sunglasses, bandanas, face or body paint, glitter, hair 
rollers, or sprays are not permitted 

Hair    Designs/cuts in hair or eyebrows are not permitted 

 Hair color cannot be a distraction in class 

 Hairstyles/Haircuts cannot be a distraction in class 

Tattoos    Must be removed or remain covered at all times 

Friday School 
Spirit Days 

 Blue jean pants, 
capris, shorts, skirts 

 Chapel Hill t-shirts, 
middle school 
organizational t-
shirts, or uniform 
polo 

  No black, grey, or other colored jeans are allowed 

 Blue jeans must be free of holes, frays, or tears 

 Organizational jackets/hoodies may be worn on Fridays only 

 Pants will be zip tied if sagging 

 Other special days will be announced throughout the school 
year 

Free Dress    Free dress is earned 

 A visible free dress sticker must be worn on shirt 

 Appropriately sized basketball shorts, gym shorts, or jogging 
pants are allowed. Shorts may be no shorter than 3 inches 
above the knee  

 No pajama bottoms 

 Flip flops, house shoes, and slides are not allowed 

 Leggings or jeggings may only be worn with a tunic top that is 
no shorter than fingertip length from the front of the shirt 

***CHMS has a clothes closet with varying sizes and styles of dress code clothing that may be used for students out of compliance. Any 

clothing, accessory, or hair style that is deemed unacceptable/distracting by the administration must be removed/adjusted prior to the 

students re-entering the classroom.  

CHMS will strictly enforce our dress code policies. 

Students will not be allowed to remain in the classroom when they are not in compliance with the campus guidelines. 

Students will be dealt with according to our discipline management plan. 


